
My  Game  Night  Wish  List
(which will probably lead to
another banished game)
After auditions tonight, I came across a new game show that in
a  game  night  format  would  probably  have  me  banned  from
playing.  “The Money List”  seems to be a update on the
classic show 21 (scandals galore) in which two teams compete. 
The teams are made up of two complete strangers who are placed
into sound proof rooms.  The object of the game is to outbid
the other team to complete the given list.  For instance, the
category  is:  “Scrabble  Tiles  That  Are  Worth  More  Than  1
Point.”

To begin, one team bids on the number they can correctly
guess.  Then, the other team’s booth is unlocked and they
either bid higher or allow the other team to fill in the
list.  The first team to win two rounds is the winner and goes
on for a chance to win $50,000!!! by completing yet another
list.

Other lists:  “Number One Beatles’ Singles,” “U.S. Presidents
Prior to 1900 (first and last names had to be given),” “Elvis
Presley Songs That Were  On Billboard’s Top 40 (unfortunately,
the very first answer given (“That’s Alright, Mama”) was wrong
because Billboard was not around when the song was recorded),”
and “The 10o Most Populous Cities (a team actually go the
bidding up to 30 but misspoke NEW Delhi, Delhi itself would
have been correct).”

gsn.com has an online version of the game that I think I may
peruse (perused and wish I had not).

Oh,  boy,  oh  BOY,  OH  BOY…  I’ve  reached  500  !!!!
YEAHHHHHHHHHHHHH!

https://www.tangents.org/fun-and-games/my-game-night-wish-list-which-will-probably-lead-to-another-banished-game/
https://www.tangents.org/fun-and-games/my-game-night-wish-list-which-will-probably-lead-to-another-banished-game/
https://www.tangents.org/fun-and-games/my-game-night-wish-list-which-will-probably-lead-to-another-banished-game/
https://www.gsn.com/cgi/free/index.pl?game_id=56


Game Days Past
For some reason, the old game show “Sale of the Century” from
the 1980’s crossed my mind the other day.  I enjoyed this show
tremendously as a kid, so I looked on youtube to see if I
could find any episodes because I don’t really remember what
it was all about.  They didn’t have any full episodes, but I
did see enough bits and pieces to enjoy the nostalgia.  And I
came across this clip of Simon Cowell’s first tv appearance as
a contestant on the British version of this show:

https://www.tangents.org/tv-shows/game-days-past/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0198224/


Watching vintage game shows on youtube got my husband thinking
about  the  movie  Quiz  Show,  which  is  about  the  game  show
scandal of the late 1950’s.  It was a time when quiz shows
were very popular, and one of the most popular shows of the
time called “Twenty-One” was exposed for being rigged – in
other words, the producers would tell the contestants the
correct answers, and when to answer correctly or incorrectly
to guarantee or fix the outcome of the show.  On youtube, we
were able to find the actual episode of “Twenty-One” that was
chronicled in the movie and where the scandal broke.  Click
here to see it – it’s in 3 parts, so you can find parts 2 and
3 off to the side where it says ‘related videos’.  We also
watched a “Time and Again” documentary about the scandal,
which included interviews with the contestants involved and
was very interesting – click here to see part 1 of 5 of that
show; again, the remaining parts can be linked from the right
side of youtube.  Surprisingly, the movie “Quiz Show” is very
true to the real story of the scandal.  When watching the
episode of “Twenty-One” that started it all, my husband noted
that it was very close to how the movie portrayed it.  It’s
been awhile since I’ve seen the movie, so I will have to see
it again because I didn’t remember whether it was close or
not.

After watching the interesting “Twenty-One” videos, we moved
onto the game show “Press Your Luck” from the 1980’s.  It’s
the one where people get spins on a big game board, and they
yell, “No Whammys, no whammys, STOP!”  A whammy was like a
‘lose-your-turn’.   When  a  contestant  spun  one,  a  cartoon
character  (the  whammy)  would  come  out  and  do  something
different on the tv screen, like a dance or something silly,
but it meant no money and the end of the contestant’s turn. 
If you were like me and a kid watching the show when it was
on, then you were waiting for people to get the whammys so you
could see the little cartoons.  For this reason, I would NOT
have liked the episodes that aired with a contestant named
Michael  Larson,  an  unemployed  ice  cream  truck  driver  who

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0110932/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0048909/
https://youtube.com/embed/Dxwku83PHNs
https://youtube.com/embed/Dxwku83PHNs
https://youtube.com/embed/dcVK8BDZT9Y&feature=related
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0136655/


memorized the pattern of the board, and spun a whopping 47
times!  He won the following prizes:

$104,950 in cash1.
1 sailboat worth $10152.
1 trip to Kauai worth $16363.
1 trip to the Bahamas worth $26364.
This amount of cash was unheard of for this show, and the host
kept making dumb jokes about how the contestant could now buy
the Bahamas or CBS.  After the show, they gave Michael Larson
a hard time about collecting his winnings, but in the end, it
was found that his memorizing the board’s patterns was not
cheating.  They reconfigured the game show board, of course,
but  sadly,  Michael  Larson’s  story  did  not  have  a  happy
ending.  He had some struggles over the years, and ended up
dying of throat cancer in 1999.  His life during and after the
“Press Your Luck” appearances makes for a very interesting
story though; perhaps they should make a movie about that –
read it here.  They pulled those episodes of “Press Your Luck”
in syndication, but they have shown them in multiple specials
that aired on tv, most notably the game show network.  They
even invited Larson’s brother to compete against the newly
configured Press Your Luck whammy board to see if he could
beat it, and he could not.  Below are Larson’s appearances on
“Press  Your  Luck”.   Note  the  reactions  of  his  fellow
contestants as well as those of the host.  A few interesting
notes:   While waiting to be on the show, Larson met Ed Long,
a Baptist preacher booked for his fourth taping. They struck
up a conversation. When it was Ed’s turn to go on, Michael
said to him, “I hope we don’t have to face each other on the
show.” His wish wouldn’t come true, as Ed had won his previous
game with $11,516.  Watch for Ed on the clip.  Also note the
host of the show,  Peter Tomarken, who was killed in a plane
crash in 2006.  He was a private pilot who volunteered for an
organization that flew low-income patients for medical needs. 
His airplane had engine trouble, and he and his wife were
killed when their plane crashed into the Santa Monica Bay.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Larson



